

























By Chris Smith 
Some 
people
 say they're fabulous. 
Others say they're a fad 
that will 
eventually die outand 




shoes, the most common brand names 
being Earth Shoes and Roots, have 
attracted the attention of podiatrists 
with their promises of a more natural 
walk and more erect posture. 
A survey of San Jose foot doctors 
revealed many reactions more 
negative than the heels. 
Doctors questioned 
Twelve podiatrists were asked for 
their professional and personal 
opinions of the shoes, and only one said 
he could see no harm in 
wearing
 them. 
That doctor, who preferred to have 
his name withheld, said he 
tells  
patients, "If, you can't wear them, you 
won't wear them long enough for them 
to do you any harm." 
He explained that if a 
person's  calf 
muscles are too tight and inflexible, he 








One of the 11 doctors who challenged 
the 
negative
-heel concept, Dr. John J. 
Ferguson, 48 E. 
Santa Clara St., said, 
"The only people that'll buy them are 
the ones that don't know about them." 
"It's  an abnormal position for the foot 
to go uphill," Ferguson said. 
He added that the 
low heel "forces 






 other doctors 
polled, said he did like the extra room 
that Earth Shoes and 
Roots provide the 
toes. 
His office mate, Dr. 
George  Fins, 
said the shoes not only do not
 help the 
posture, as their supporters claim, 
but 





good  thing about negative-
heel shoes, 
Fine said, is that they'll 
"help our practice by 
causing more foot 
disturbances." 
Claims that Earth
 Shoes aid in a 
more natural walk, 
according
 to Dr. 
Chris Horine, "are a bunch of baloney."
 
Manufacturers commonly assert that 
when a person walks in the sand his 
heel makes a deeper impression than 
the ball of the foot and toes. 
This observation provides a 
poor  
rationale for making 
shoes with low 
heels, Horine said, because
 it is body 
weight pushing down 
on the heel, not 
the 
foot's contour, that makes
 the heel 
sink deeper 
than  the toes.  
Concluded 
Horine, whose office is at 
827 Blossom 
Hill Rd., negative-heel 
shoes are a fad






The  objections of the 









 and Horine. 
Several
 called the 




 put a 
potentially 
harmful stress
 on leg 
muscles, 
throw the body out








ragas over their 
medical  value, 
and either aggravate
 foot disorders or 
give rise to new ones. 
Earth 
Shoes, the original negative-
heel shoe 
from which an estimated 85 
imitations have 
sprung, were conceived 
18 years 
ago  by Anne Kelso, a Danish 
costume designer and yoga expert. 
The Earth Shoe was brought to. 
America in 1971, and since then outlets 
have opened in 70 cities. 
At the Earth Shoe store in Palo Alto's 
Stanford Shopping Center, a clerk who 
asked that her name be withheld said 
she couldn't imagine a trained 
podiatrist speaking out against Earth 
Shoes. 
Shoes no answer 
"They ( 
Earth  Shoes) are not the 
answer to everyone's foot and walking 
problems," she said. 
But she cited a study
 at San Fran-
cisco's California College of 
Podiatric 
Medicine that concluded that 70 per 
cent of the population can wear them 
confortably. 
The study was funded by Kelso 
Systemet, Inc., the maker of Earth 
Shoes, and was concerned solely with 
that brand of negative-heel shoes. 
Dr. Paul Scherer, of the California 
College of 
Podiatric  Medicine, said in 
his report that the 
study was in-









 Alto, manager Don Surath 
countered 
charges
 that the negative-
heel concept 
















you're out of 
business."  He added that 
going out 
of





 that many complaints 
lodged 
against  Earth Shoes do 
not 
apply to 




Roots are similar to Earth Shoes in 
that they have a negative heel, roomy
 
uppers and a "rocker" sole 
designed to 
make walking easier. 
But, Surath said,
 there are important 
differences 
between




that Roots have a less
 
dramatic toe -to
-heel slant than 
Earth  
Shoesthe 
heel isn't as low and
 the 
arch
















































to 1,836 for 
TWC-PS.  Rich
 Thawley 

















By Carla Marinucci 
General education 
requirements  are 
a fact of life for virtually every fresh-




But opinions about the 
required
 
studieswhich include English, 
political 
science,  philosophy, speech, 
science and 
physical educationare as 
varied as the courses themselves. 
Many students view them as an ob-
stacle course to be tackled before 
settling down into their major studies. 
Some SJSU instructors have referred 
to general 
education as a "cafeteria -
style 
selection" of courses that isn't 
effective in providing the basic liberal 
arts education
 for students. 
Revisions possible 
A 
variety  of general education 
courses are under study by at least one 
university committee,
 and possible  
revisions may affect future 
freshmen. 
The problem with 
the courses was 
stated by Dr. John Foote, 
SJSU dean of 





"Is there a way
 we can give this 
general education 
to the students in a 
more palatable 
form?"
 he 6,.ed. 
Opinions 
concerning  howor 
how  
muchto change
 the requirements 
varies.  
"We offer a 
smorgasbord  of courses 
in GE," said 







are  expected to 
"pick  and 
choose"
 from a great variety of courses 
and still get
 a useful background
 in the 
arts and 
sciences, he said. 
Instead,




 a "core" 
of studies 













seriously  if you can find 






By Terry LaPorte 
"We just don't
 have the 
dollars."  
That statement




 the attitude of the 
A.S. budget committee
 as it headed into 






 reach its budget 
decisions after 
hearing  more than 
$1 
million in requests. 
With several 
program  figures yet to 
be 
decided,  the 
committee
 has already 
suggested funding 
$482,875, nearly 
$16,000 more than the $466,922 budget. 
Groups which have not yet received 
tentative figures include the Inter-
cultural Steering 
Committee,  Women's 
Week, Reed Magazine, Art Department 
programs and the 
Hazz-Will  Players. 
When those decisions 
are  made, 




Stephanie  Dean said. 
The final tightening of the budget 
string
 could happen today if the com-
mittee 
completes  its deliberations at 
this afternoon's hearings. 
The final budget 
committee 
recommendations will
 be sent to A.S. 
council, who will 
have  its own budget 
hearings. 
The budget must 
have  the signed 






With  most of the tentative figures 
completed,
 several programs 
have  
already
 received no funding
 recom-
mendations. 







Center,  Business Minority 
Program,
 Revnue Action Program 
(RAP), University
 Theatre, Parolee 




The no funding 
proposals for Sedition, 
the Parolee 
Program,  University 
Theatre
 and Business Minority 
Program 
were passed with no 
discussion. 
Each group had presented 
its request before the commit-
tee. 
No funding for the  
Experimental 
College 
was  approved with 
the 
stipulation that the college merge its 








Center, Rico said funds 
go to magazine 
subscriptions that are duplicated
 at the 
library.
 
RAP, a proposed program designed 
to provide schools with funds to present 
forums, was also recommended no 
funding. 
However,  RAP will receive 
"high-
est priority" in 
funding if AS. is 
not
 forced to fund instructionally 
related 
activities
 (IRA) next 
year, 
according to the motion by Dean. 
Cut anticipated 
The committee is working now on the 
assumption that Gov. Brown will follow 
through with announced intention to cut 
state funding
 for IRA. 
The Spirit Squad, including members 
of the song girls and cheerleaders, also 
was recommended for no funding. 
A.S. business manager Greg Soulds 
said the squad 






bill  loses  
'right




 bargaining bill, 
seriously
 altered by 
amendments, 
passed


















The b.., passed the Senate 
govern-
mental organization  committee on a 6 -
to-5 vote and was sent along to the 
finance committee. 
The original bill, authored by Sen. 
Ralph Dills, D. -Gardena, included
 the 
right 
to strike, but listed a series of 
steps through which public employes 
would have to go before being allowed 
to exercise that right. 
The "right to strike" clause, which 
would 
have allowed 
California  public 
employes 
the right to 
strike  for their 
demands,  was 
dropped
 from the 
bill  
because
 of public 




to Phillis  
DeCroix,  
committee  













Spokesmen from United Professors 
of California
 (UPC) and A.S. President 
John Rico were unavailable for com-
ment on the deletion of the right to 









Tidwell,  professor of 
biological sciences
 at SJSU and 
chairman of the 
legislative committee 
of the Congress 
of Faculty Associations 
( CFA), said it may 
now be easier for 
public employes to 
strike than it would 
have
 been if the amendment had not 
been















































26,  said, 















 who spent three 
months  of 
1971
 










had  little direct contact 










































and was accepted. 




 tight," he said. 
"They 






 organized by the Presidio 
in San 
Francisco, 
assigned  one child to 
each volunteer. 
The
 girl Hand fed, bathed 
and dressed was 
healthy but did not 
speak English, Hand 
said. 
He took care 
of her for seven hours, he said.
 
"She had 




"She wasn't tied to any one person,




the  girl Hand cared for seemed very 
healthy,  many were not as fortunate. 
y less healthy orphans had been dropped -off in 
Hawaii, Hand said. 
"All of them had 
lice," Hand noted. 
One 
baby  on the plane he helped unload 
was  
"broken  out from head to toe," he 
said. 
The doctors, suspecting the baby 
might have 
small pox, separated
 him from the rest of the or-
phans, 
Hand  said. 
Hand said he feels the orphans would
 be better off 
here than in Vietnam." 
"At least 
they'll
 have a home," he said. 
Asked
 if he would do it again, Hand 
said,  "Yes, I 
really enjoyed it and felt
 very satisfied." 
He added that the 
volunteers  he came in contact 
with shared his 
enjoyment










"Where  students are 
thrown  together 
in a large 
GE course, he 
said, they do 
not have 
the  opportunity 
to absorb the 
material  or 

































Fear of experimenting 
Dr. George
 Grant, associate
 dean of 
Undergraduate
 Studies, said 
major 
problems 
in developing a 
more  ef-
fective
 general education program 
are  
the "fear of experimenting" in teaching
 
courses and the threat of enrollment 
decline. 
Presently, Grant said, the 







Grant maintained the requirements 
should allow students
 to develop "an 
awareness and 
appreciation  of beauty" 
and the ability to 
think deeply. 
He said courses 
should be developed 
which utilize 




English, for exampleto 
provide 
learning  experiences for both 
the instructors
 and the students. 
One local
 community college ad-
ministrator, David Kest, De Anza 
College associate dean of 
Undergraduate  Studies, said
 he 
believes "economics" can account for 
the large numbers of students 
who 
complete their GE at the 
community
 
college instead of the university level. 
"Why should students pay 880 for 
units at the university level when they 
can pay $7 here for the same courses?" 
he said. 
Many students take general 
education at community colleges, said 
Kest, because of the "personalized 
attention"




"SJSU is burdened with size, and 
some of the students complain that the 
general education courses 
are  
presented in a "very clinical, 
sterile,  
bureaucratic style,"
 Kest said. 
Dr. Jean Gosselin is one of the in-
structors in the humanities program, a 
lecture and seminar course 
which  
satisfies most of the GE requirements 
for enrolled students who are in the 
top 
third of the entering freshman class. 
Gosselin said the 
team -teaching 
approach used in the program is "of 
great  value" to the students, who
 study 
philosophy,
 literature, political 
science 
and 





program, said Gosselin, is "a 
better alternative" for students
 than 
the normal GE courses. 
"Instead of a smattering of 
various 
branches," he said, "the students have 









 class on 
argument was stunned
 into silence last 
week when an unknown 
man  rushed 
into the room and 
began  attacking a 
woman.
 
But fortunately, this vicious 
manifestation of American violence 
was a hoax that Aptheker pulled off to 
keep the class on their toes. 
The
 class is going to 
have a mock 
trial at 
the end of 
the  semester, 
Aptheker  explained, 
and  they needed a 
crime.  
With
 the help of some 
drama  students 
who specialize in 
improvisation,  the 
mugging was 
planned
 and pulled off. 
Only the
 students in the 
class who will 
play
 the part of the 
lawyers
 in the trial 
knew
 of the set up, 
Aptheker  said. 
The rest of the class was 
too stunned 
to react, she added. 
Most of the students were 
not quite 
sure what was going on, 
Aptheker  said, 
although some figured it was a set up.
 
"It was very interesting," she said. 
After the crime, the class analyzed why 
no one jumped to the woman's 
rescue.
 
They talked about their feelings and the 



























































 issue in 
American, 
but  apparently 
it has. 
Critics say we are "snatching" them, 
or that we are "using 
them  to salve our 
conscience" for our 
disasterous  foreign 
policy in 
South  east Asia. 
Groups opposed to the airlift claim
 
the 
children  would be better off in their 
own country, among their own people. 
They say, we have no "right" to take 
these children from the only life they 
know and bring them to a strange place 




 of the matter is, if we don't 
bring them here they 
face
 death, and, 




No one is disputing 
the fact that the 
North Vietnamese and the Viet
 Cong 
plan to take care of the children. 
However,  American doctors who 
have been there say conditions in 
Vietnamese  orphanages are "appalling 
by our
 standards" and that 60 to 80 per 
cent of 




1 hardly think 
leaving them to that 
fate will make 
us more "honest" about 
what we have done 
to the Vietnamese 
people. 
Neither
 do I believe that
 bringing 





our role in the suffering of their 
countrymen or the destruction of 
Vietnam.  
I don't think most people believe it 
either.  The few who do are sick. 
Other objections to the babylift are 
equally
 ridiculous. 
We can't evacu9te all of the Viet-
namese people. 
And, even if other countries would let 
us, we can't babylift every 
single
 or-
phan in every country 
everywhere.
 
Thankfully,  the 
situation
 isn't as 
critical everywhere
 else. 
We can't even hope to get all 
the 
children
 in institutions in Vietnam
 out 
of the 
country  before it falls. 
That doesn't
 mean we should just
 
give up and 
let  them A1,1, die. 
Sadly, we do 
have discrimination in 
America and 
some of these children 
will 
undoubtably  be subjected 
to
 it, but 
most 
wouldn't  be much better
 off at 
home. 
In the
 current conflict about 
the 
"morality" of 
the airlift, many critics 
have apparently 
forgotten
 that a large 
number of these 








 for mixed blood, they 
would inevitably 




their  own country as 
they
 will here. 
There
 have also been charges 
that  
many
 of the children being airlifted 
are 
riot really orphans. 
American  officials say, 
agencies
 in 
Saigon screened children slated 
for 
adoption in the
 United States well in 
advance of 
the  current emergency to 
ensure that they 
are legal orphans. 
It's possible that 
under emergency 
conditions a few 
have slipped through 
who are not. 
If critics are 
correct, some are 
children whose
 parents deliberately 
took them to 
orphanges hoping to get 
them out 
of Vietnam. 
Even if this is so, who are we to judge 
another
 person's right to give up his 
child in order to 
safeguard  it? 
Vietnames babies 
are no different 
than any other baby 
in the world. 
There is nothing we can do about our 
former policies in 
Vietnam now. 
And, it is a fact




means  that all those 
prospective parents 
on waiting lists are 
finally getting their
 children and the 
kids are getting 
parents  that will love 
them. 
Try as I may, I can't
 find anything 









"Pamphlets! Get your green and 
black pamphlets, get 'ern while they 
last. Pamphlets! Hey you!" 
"Who me?" 
"Yeah 
you. Did you vote yet?" 
-What?"
 
"Did you get one
 of these?" 
"What is it?" 
"It's our party 
pamphlet.  Tells you 
what we believe and who we have 
running in the elctions." 
"Oh, are the elections now?" I asked 
comment  









 he said, 
"just be 
sure to 
vote  and be sure 






All  right, I 




 I could 
get  to the voting
 
booth 
a girl walked 
up to me and 
asked, 







Cheryl  Downey 
Dancing 




 are discovering patients with 
hips out of 
joint or bruised from doing 
"the bump," the latest dance. 
"The bump" involves the bumping of 
your hips against your partner's 
hips
 in 
time to the music. 
There are a lot 
of possible variations 
on this dance and that's where the 
creativity and the pain can come in. 
Extensive practice and ex-
perimentation 
with this dance can be 
harmful
 





































that faddish form of 
( 
comment  
self-defense, and aptly so. 
''The kung foo" involves a 
lot  of 
kicking and is just as lethal as 
the  form 
of self-defense. 
There is no way that a person could 
do "the kung foo" on 
the small crowded 
dance floors in San Jose 
without killing 
a few people. 
Even 
before the popularity
 of these 
dances, it 
was not uncommon























 people are 
doing 
before 
you risk life 








 was the same green pamphlet. 
"Yes," I said.
 "I've already seen it." 
"Okay, 
well
 be sure to vote." 
"I will." 
After voting I made my way to the 
student union. As I entered the walk-
way that connects Seventh Street with 
Ninth,  I say a guy standing in front of 
me talking to people. 




 up to me and 
asked "Did 
you 
vote yet? Did 
you  get one of 
these."  
"Yes!"  I said as! quickly walked by. 
As I approached the student union I 
was confronted by three people 
carrying those same green pamphlets. 
"Did you vote yet?" 
one of them 
asked.
 
"Did you get one of these?" asked 
another. 
"Yes I got one of those and yes I 
voted!"
 
This was getting to be too much, I 





 in front of 
the  
student union was































































































I am constantly amazed 
when I read 
a newspaper reporter's
 version of an 
event 




had  read the 
name,  date, 
and  time of 
the 


















 on the 
Viet-
namese  baby snatch












Press  dispatch 
reports 
that in asking 










"help  create a 
shift in 
American  public
 opinion in 
favor of 






 land in 
the United
 States, 









and  the 
effect 
will  be 
tremendous." 
I suppose that  we 
should  be grateful 
that the
 American 
government  has 
been  forced to 
move
 from burning 
babies to snatching 
them
 in its valiant 










 journalism was in 
evidence in last 
Wednesday's  ( April 
2nd) 
Spartan




dawn  of 
















The article struck out in two im-
portant areas. First, the vast majority 
of the statements of what transpired at 
Maharishi's talk were false. To wit: 
1)
 Incense did not "float thick 
in the 
air". 
There was only a small amount
 
burning near
 the stage. 
2)
 Maharishi did not "call out" above 
"crashing"  and "swelling" 
organ  
musk. 




intermittently  before 
Maharishi arrived, and 
certainly none 
was played while 
he spoke. 
3) No one's headvas "bowed
 in silent 
meditation" while Maharishi
 spoke. To 
be meditating while Maharishi
 spoke 
would have been the furthest thought 
from anyone's mind, as during tran-
scendental meditation ( TM), one pays 
no attention to exterior noises, speech, 
etc. We had 
all come to hear Maharishi 
speak,
 riot to tune him out. 
4) Maharishi did not claim that San 
Francisco has 1 per cent of its 
population practicing TM and that 
consequently the crime rate has gone 
down. What he did say was that the San 
Francisco Bay Area had the highest 
percentage of meditators. Also, in 
many cities 
throughout the U.S. in-
cluding several in 
the Bay Area where I 
per cent
 are meditating,
 the crime 
rate
 





 details of 
the  article 
may seem 
trivial, but 
what  they con-
tributed 
to was not 








reporting  was 
what




 do by 
manipulating  the 
mind of the 
reader to give him 
a picture 
of not 
only  the 
specific  
event  of 
Maharishi's  lecture,





view which is 
unfortunately  totally 
false. Obviously 
the 





thoroughness  ( 




 to be 
written. 
One of 
the  strongest 
misconceptions  
of TM 
is that it is an 
occult Eastern 
religion thought up 
by some mystic 
yogi. Again, this is 
completely outside 
the  realm of truth and 
fact. TM is  not a 
religion by any 
means.
 It does not 
require  any belief
 in any credo 
of any 
sort. TM was 




 the article 
suggested,  but 
is 
a technique which 
has been 
scrupulously handed 
down for over 
2,000 years from master to master.
 TM 
is simply a mental technique
 which is 
used to release 
stress  from the nervous 
system  and allow the mind to develop 
completely its creative mental 
potential. 
Mary Anne Tomacci 
San Jose 
Editor's Note: 
Reporter Robin McNabb maintains 









The governments of 
General  Thieu in 
Saigon  and of Lon Nol in 
Phnom Penh 
are in deep trouble.
 At last, the 
revolutionary 
forces  are threatening, 
simultaneously, 
the capital cities of 
both Cambodia and South
 Vietnam. 
After more than 30 
years of fighting the 
Japanese, French, 










 the American 
public  faces a 
blitzkrieg of 
horror  stories from the 
U.S.
 press and government. 
We are told 
that those 
mean old North Vietnamese
 
are invading the south
 again and trying 
to 
subjugate  the South 
Vietnamese, who 
just  









 if you don't believe that , 
just look at 
the thousands of terrified 
refugees 



















 lie" technique 
similar to 
that used
 earlier in the 




















preposterous  the 
lie may be, 
as
 long as 
it is repeated 








 with a 
news blackout







block is created. 

















happening  in 
Vietnam. 
Now that the U.S. controlled 
yes-men 
in Vietnam and Cambodia



















 to discolor the situation. 
Why 





 is about to be lost, the 
ARVN South Vietnamese troops round 
up thousands of people to cover their
 
hasty retreats. The puppet army knows 
that the liberation'
 army will not attack 
them if they are hiding amid thousands 
of civilians. This creates 
the  panic and 
choas that is so heavily displayed to us 
by the press. 
What we are not told, however, is that 
the tragic plight 
of
 the refugees is the 












 to scare the 
population into 
flight
 for the 
propaganda  value, and to 




Government  of a population. 
Who broke
 the Peace Treaty? 
The Paris 
Peace Agreement called 
for a coalition
 government in 
South 
Vietnam 











 refused to 
have
 anything to 
do 
with  a coalition 
























while at least 200,000 political prisoners 
remained in Thieu's
 jails with their-
status simply changed from  "political 
prisoner" to "common criminal." 




are crying about "further 
hostilities" 
on 
the part of the Communist in-
surgents. 
And














who  who 





















































































































































































































































pensive. O'Connor said, 




dividualized  lifestyle. 
This lifestyle was used by 




But, capitalism can no 





ploitation of other countries 






economy" so that the buying 




said  the 
government 
is 
acknowledging that the 
standard of living will go 
down by advocating multi-
family housing and 
mass 
transportation. 
Fiscal and monetary 
policy,  which determines the 
amount of money in an 
economy and how it is spent, 
is also used
 by the ruling 
class to reduce family in-
come  and 




are  in a situation, 
O'Connor said, where the 
administration argues that
 
the upper -middle class 
should get
 the bulk of the tax 
cuts to stimulate production. 
And the 
Congress  ad-
vocates tax cuts to lower 
income groups because of 
political
 pressure, he added. 
The result 
of
 this tax policy 
is that large industry won't 
James O'Connor 
get going again, and it 
"won't help people's needs 





The Academic Senate 
Monday voted unanimously 
in favor of a resolution 
urging the SJSU ad-
ministration
 to extend the 
right of access to files to 
faculty and staff. 
If followed, the resolution 
would extend policies 
adopted in the Family 
Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act of 1974, also 
known
 as the "Buckley 
Amendment.' 






 and the release 
of those records to other 
parties.  
Also, sponsoring the 
resolution were Clay Trost 
and Brad 
Wood, student 
representatives to the 




counseling  services 
chairman. 
Of specific 




personal  files and - 
an 
opportunity  to challenge 
records which a faculty 




The senate recently with-
drew support of a bill (SB 57) 
aimed at opening faculty 
files because of amendments 
which nullified its original 
intent. 
State Senator Alfred 
Alquist, D-San Jose, the 
bill's  author, added the 
amendments at the request 
of SJSU President, John 
Bunzel.
 
Some members of the 
Academic 
Senate  have 
criticized Bunzel for not 
consulting with 
faculty  







Senator Jerry Smith, 







825, a bill to 
establish em-
ployment
 counseling and 
training for displaced 
homemakers. 
SB 825, according to Smith, 










originating  in 
the state











a final arbitration 
com-









necessary committee steps 





Alameda  and Santa 
Clara 
counties, to help women 
attain marketable skills. 
The legislation, according 
to Smith, would provide job 
counseling for homemakers 
who have been "in-
voluntarily displaced from 
their jobs through death of a 
spouse or divorce." 
The  counseling 
centers  





























continued,  and lead
 women 
into educational
 programs to 
supplement
















 is the 
major  principle 
behind  
"Project Swap -a -Skill," 
according
 to Robert Gliner, 
assistant professor of 
sociology.  
The  project, created by 
Gliner, is 
designed to beat 
inflation and
 teach people 
how to deal with 
one another 
on a one-to-one 
basis.
 
The  program, which began 
as a 
sociology class project 
several weeks ago, has 
expanded into a campus 
wide exchange of needed 
services
 or skills. 
People







massage,  child 
care and many 
other 
categories have signed up to 
swap 





A directory listing the 
names, phone numbers and 
skills of people 
taking part in 
the 
free
 service will go on 
sale for 25 cents at the 
Spartan 
Bookstore next 
Monday,  according to Wendy 
Tyle, 
sociology
 senior and 
one of 
the students working 
on the 
project. 
"A lot of us really got 
interested 
in expanding it 
outside






 print now 
hoping
 that the 
idea would 





still  sign 
up," she 
said. 
The  back of 
the directory
 































are devoted to 
social 
change
 and he thinks 
rather




 about it, we 
should  
do 




















 30 different 
skills 
_ 
or services to 
offer have 
signed up for the 
Swap-a-
' Skill project, 
according  to 
Tyle. 
Those interested don't 
have to have a marketable 
skill to sign up, 
according  to 
students involved in the 
project. 
If, for instance, someone 
fixes your old VW, you could 
cook a  simple dinner in 
exchange or provide some 
other simple service, they 
said. 
"We hope it will move 
beyond the campus," he 















body. And if 






we won't let 
/shoe 
you buy it. 





















































whole  community 
couldn't 
get involved with 
it." 
Before the end
 of the 
semester an 
addendum  will 
be printed to the
 directory 
which will list new 
members 
who have signed up, ac-
cording to Tyle. 
Further information can 





Alquist"  with the 
amendments. 




drawn support of the open 
file bill, according to Dr. 
David Elliott, Speech -
Communication Department 
chairman and SJSU 









yet  to go to the floor 
for a vote, according to a 












A major marijuana reform 






assembly  committee 
yesterday.
 
SB 95 passed the Criminal 
Justice 
Committee  5-1) and 
is expected to be heard in 
Assembly Ways and Means 
Committee in late 
April or 
early May. 
SB 95, unchanged from it's 
form when approved by the 
Senate in late March, is 
expected to have little 
op-
position from the assembly 
or the governor. 
The bill, written by Sen. 
George Moscone, D -San 
Francisco, would:
 
 give citations for 
possession of one ounce or 
less of marijuanai similar 
to San Jose's policy since 
March  1). 
 eliminate arrests of 





sporting or giving away one 
ounce






 ( at 
violator's expense 
two 
years after conviction. 
 abolish felony penalties 
for personal possession in 
any quantity. 











 1, 1975, the 






person  not so 
insured
 is subject 













LOWER  RATES 
For more
 information 
or a no -hassle
 quote 
call or come by... 
CAMPUS INSURANCE 
289-8681
 404 So. Third 
(Upstairs
 at corner of 3rd and San Salvador)
 
Department  s.upports the 
clause 
in the bill making 





 Police Chief 
Robert 
Murphy said earlier
 that he 








any amount of 
marijuana 
because


















reduced to a 
misdemeanor
 once an of-
fender
 is brought to trial. 
Selling 
would  remain 
a 
felony, but
 Murphy does 
not 
want 
potential  sellers 
to get 
off on a 
misdemeanor
 




Moscone, said in 
most cases 
police could 









 evidence.  
"He ( Murphy)
 is really 
talking about that 0.1
 per 
cent" of cases where
 the 
potential seller would not be 
caught on 
a felony charge. 
(The 
meanest































































"A major problem we had 
this semester has been 
understanding and com-
plying with the fee payment 
procedures," Anderson
 said. 





 do not realize 
they must













































































Backers of farm labor leader 
Cesar Chavez are 
mounting  
an offensive aimed
 at killing 
Gov. Edmund
 Brown Jr.'s 
secret ballot
 farm labor 
legislation. 




called  the 
measure 
"racist"  Tuesday 
and 





chief attorney for the 
United 
Farm Workers of 
America, Chavez' union,
 
called the bill "deceptive" in 
a Capitol news conference 
last
 Friday and said 
he 
would 
bring 15,000 workers 
to
 Sacramento, if necessary, 
to 
demonstrate  against it. 
But 
most  of the dispute 
involves two things which 
Brown says his proposal 
does, and Chavez supporters 
say it doesn't do. 
Brown says the bill would 
make farm labor contracts 
as all-inclusive as possible, 
putting all employes of a 
grower under a single 



















Chavez' backers say it does 
the opposite and the result 
will be to lock Mexican -
Americans 
into the worst 
jobs.
 That is the basis of the 
"racist"charge. 
Brown says 
the bill would 
void all 
current  Teamster 
Union farm 
labor contracts. 
Foes say it 
will not and 
claiming that 







The three Chicano 
legislatorsRicahrd 
Ala-
torre and Art 
Torres

















more desirable fram 
jobs. 
Rose Bird, Brown's 
secretary  of agriculture and 
services,  decined that 
charge and 
said.  "If they 
would read the 
language of 
the bill they would see that." 
Montoya also said that 
Brown's bill is "inherently 
racial" and that the 
governor's failure to pick a 
Chicano lawmaker as 
legislative author of his bill 








meet  at 11:30 a.m, in 
the  S.U. 
Guadalupe Room 
for a Bible 
study. 
SJSU Ski Club







Club  will meet 






Players  will meet
 at 4:30 


















meet  at 5 
p.m.
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 said the 
university  
controller  is 












to act as a reciept 
of fee 
payment. 
However, this may change 





to act as a confirmation
 of 




the student is 
enrolled in the listed 
classes. 
"People are beginning to 




said  that when CAR 
was first 
introduced  to SJSU 
in 103, it was







"That's turning out to be 
just about 
right,"  he said.
 
"The students really 
picked it up," said Anderson, 




they didn't know 
how to 
respond
 to student 
needs. 
He said 
more  students 
have begun using the time 




 box has 
dates and 
times that the 
student
 can mark to 
inform  
the computer of possible
 
conflicts in time for class 
scheduling.  
"It's the 
only way to 
prevent CAR










mural,  a project 
students seem happy to 
help
 build the Fisch-
 
designed to bring the 








people separated, an SJSU 
environmental  studies senior 
has coordinated the con-
struction
 of wall to bring 
people  together. 
Robert Hunt has directed 
the building of a 20 foot 
by
 6 
foot wall decorated 
with  a 
mosaic mural and sculp-
tured
 wildlife scenes at 
East
 




Hunt went to Fischer as a 
SCALE volunteer and came 
up with the project as a 
"communication device" 
through which to bring 
teachers, 
students and 
parents  together. 
Construction





 materials and 
labor from
 the community, 
commenced in December 
and is scheuled for com-
pletion in May. 
Included in the art piece
 




 guard  over a 
nest, which Hunt said will 
represent
 the family 
unit.  
Hunt said the mural was 
patterned after the foothills 
to the east of the school, Hunt 
said, and will be highlighted 
by a huge sun












Award,  Hunt 
said,  and 
if the school wins the award 
62 Fischer students will 
receive 
















he said, "but 
that wall 
will
 still be 
there.  
They 













can  travel 
abroad  this 
summer
 and get 
college 
credit
 for it at the 
same
 time. 
More  than 









































specific  study 



























































St., S J 
countries on the class 




each  program, 
according to Dr. Ralph 
Bohn,
 dean of continuing 
education. 
They range from $400 to 
$2,295 with classes in London 
and Hawaii being most 
economical, and the South 
Pacific tour most expensive, 
he said. 
"We found 
students  like to 
spend additional
 time in 
Europe, so we avoid trying
 to 
make group travel 
arrangements from the 
United States when we 
can,"  
Bohn  said. 
Instead, the department
 
provides class members 
with assistance in making 
individual
 chartered flight 
reservations,
 he said. 
However, once the 
group  
meets in London, all other 
travel costs in Europe arc 
included,  Bohn 
added.
 
Costs cover room er 
board, all tuition and 
sightseeing charges for 
graduate and undergraduate 
programs, and health and 
accident insurance, ac-
cording to Bohn. 






















Students must submit an 
initial $100 deposit as soon as 
possible for most programs. 
May 15 is the official 
deadline 
for signing up for 
the 
South  Pacific Program 
and the "comparative 
Education and Culture 
Programs, however this will 
be extended if the 
classes 




registration for some 
of the 
programs right up to 
the day 
before we leave if we can 
make hotel and travel 
arrangements for students 
wishing to go, he explained. 
Students wishing more 
information should contact 
the Summer Sessions Office 
JC 136. 
you around," Anderson said. 
He added that when class 





open section with an 
aribitrary date and time. 
No refunds 
Another problem that has 
been a conern to students is 
the refund policy. 
Under
 the current policy 
no partial refunds are 
provided students who drop
 
enough classes to put 
them 
into 
a lower fee payment 
bracket.
 
"A lot of 
students  are 
uptight about 
the  refund 
policy, and 









John  Bunzel, and 
the 
trustees
 has begun 
on the 
issue. 
However, it will take at 
least a year before any 
refund policy change could 
take affect because the 
university operates on a 




The annual Spartan 
Psychological Meeting will 
begin at 9 a.m. today and 
tomorrow in DMH 353. 
The meeting will 
feature
 
























directed one-act plays are 
available  in the Theater Arts 










 will sponsor a 
mental 
health workshop 









Workshop,  according 
to a 
spokeswoman
 from the 
SJSU 
Women's
 Center, is to 
"re-
examine Ore concept of 
psychotherapy in non-sexist 
terms."
 
She said, "Women have 
been encouraged
 by the field 
of mental 
health to fulfill 
traditional 'feminine' roles 
as a measure of good mental 
health. 
"As a result of the 
rapidly 
growing 
consciousness  of 
women, 
feminist 
psychotherapy has been 
evolving everywhere in the 
country." 
Location for the workshop 
is San Miguel School, 777 San 
Miguel, 
Sunnyvale,
 with a 







receive one-half unit college 
credit for their attendance 




credit through the SJSU 
counselor education office. 
Advance registration
 
forms may be picked up at 




about  the 
saine  money 
you'd 

















and  have 
enough 



























 The 9814 
has 3 
pounds  of 



















 2 dozen 
Fiberfill  If 
styles
 to choose 








 Cards are 
now available
 in LN 124. 
Students need
 temporary 
cards and ASB Cards to 






The Foreign Languate 
Department, in conjunction 
with
 the Center for Asian 
Studies, will 
hold an Asian 
Poetry 
Reading
 in the 
Memorial 
Chapel  at 12:30 
p.m. Tuesday.  
Poems will be 
read in 
english and their 
original 


























 21 to 25 from 8 
a.m. to 6 

































Anderson,  director 
of CAR, 
said. 
The fall schedule of classes 
will be 
on sale in the 
bookstore
 beginning April 28. 
CAR forms 






 by May 
16.  
Fees
 must be 






held Sept. 2 to 
3. Sept. 
2 will be 







 did not 
receive
 the 
classes  they 
wanted.  



























Stag Arctic Circle trail tent made 
















































































 $1.50 per 
person
 
Bowl 4 games, handicap (100% of 200). 
Top 3 men & women 
(depending on number 
of signups) will win free games & a 
chivies to compete 
in the 
Finals
 (May 4) against
 winners from the 





























































 who can, 





















myths  and 
maxims 
of





















 of these 
combination  
professionals
 is Dr. Hal 
J. 
Todd, 
Theater  Arts 
depart-
ment 
chairman.  Todd has 
been on 
both sides of the 
fence,
 splitting his time 
between  the professional 






gorged with a broad range of 
titles and an overflowing 
desk, Todd 
leaned back in his 
wooden 
swivel  chair to 
discuss 
the difference. 









"Professionals tend to look 
at what they're doing as a 
career. Also, they are more
 
fully 
qualified,"  he said. But, 
some








The student, according to 
Todd, performs in a play for 




This is not to say the 
college theater isn't worried 
about succeeding at the box 
office.  
"We are not 
entirely  
without pay because we need 
the box office returns
 to help 




show,"  he said. 
Productions for the college 
theater differ from the 
professional theater in the 
variety and the number of 
productions in a season. 
"We do a lot of plays 







































































 Dr. Hal 
J. Todd 
the growth of the students," 
Todd said. Each student has 
a different level of 
development
 and growth, he 
added. 
Audiences vary 
Also  there are a variety of 




to appeal to adults 
and plays 
to appeal
















wide  range of 
material. 
Todd has found
 these few 
differences 
after several 









began at the 
Colorado 




 cut short by the 
start 
of World War II. 
Engineering  degree 
During the war the Navy 
sent Todd to 
the University 
of Colorado where he was 
graduated 
with





 in civil 
engineering. 
After
 the war he went back 
to 
school
 at Stanford 
sup-
porting himself with the G. I. 
Bill
 and engineering jobs. 
With a 
masters  degree in 
dra..ia, 
Todd  began teaching
 
at colleges in 
California and 
in the summer
 traveling to 
Maine to direct 
summer  
stock. For one year he 
was a 











and Todd with 
six other 
members of 
the  company 
established the Yosemite 
Theater. 
"It was closed down,
 
however, because too many 
people were coming into the 
valley." he remembers. 
Todd's 
next




universities  and 

















theater,  that 
he was called by an old 
friend
 from the Porterville 
company.  
Directed TV 
"Peter  Tewksbury called 
me up and asked me to come 
to 
Hollywood  and direct a 
new 
television  series," he 
said. 
The job
 lasted two years; 






By Bob Agee 
A trip to SJSU's Master's 
Gallery this week is a little 
like a trip to an aquarium. 
Smooth, graceful forms 
resembling giant sea 
anemones and coral polyps 
wave their tendrils in slow 
undulations that mesmerize 
and involve the viewer. 
"I like to watch people's 
expressions as they discover 
that they move," graduate 
art student BetteJo
 Lin-





The Master's Gallery 
exhibition 
is one of the 
requirements Linderman 
must meet in order to obtain 
her
 M.A. 
Lengthy  preparation 
Linderman has been 
preparing for this exhibit for 
two years, although this is 
not the first time she has 
exhibited her work. 
Earlier in the semester, 
she 
was part of a three 
women show in the Union 
Gallery, on the third
 level of 
the Student Union, and
 she 
has participated in 12 other 
exhibits since 1967. 










Readily available on short 
notice  
All Major Credit Cards Accepted 
788 4th 








FREE BELT OR 


























































 work,  
display in her current
 exhibit 
are 
crocheted  or knotted 
from 
various
 colors and 
types of yarn, 
and their 
shapes  were inspired 
by
 a 
variety of sea critters. 
"My husband is a 
biologist  
and
 I get some 
of my ideas 
from the 







move by virtue 




 operates a 
series
 of linkages, causing 
the life
-like  undulations. 
Natural step 
Kinetic  art is not new, but 
Linderman  said 
that
 to her 
knowledge, she was 
the first 
to 
apply the idea to 
textile 
art. 
Art is a continuing
 
process, Linderman  said, 
and
 it just seemed natural
 to 
her that the next
 step was to 
make 




just  seem 
to 
demand it, she
 said. "It adds 
another dimension." 
It also serves 
to involve the 
viewer
 to a degree seldom 
experienced in static art, 
although Linderman's static 







alone are enough 
to suggest 
motion and fluidity, and
 
Linderman has had people 
tell  her that they thought 









and  Linderman 
had to learn
 how to design 
and assemble
 all of the little 
bits 
and  pieces necessary for 
movement,








60 to 100 or 





















 STEAM BEER 






Happy Hour from 4-6 PM 
Music  Pool  TV 
 Fun 
Corner  3rd & Santa 
Clara 
It was a comedy -drama 
called "It's a 
Man's  World" 
and revolved around
 
university life of the late 50s 
and early 60s. 
"I guess he thought I was 
right for the
 job because of 
my experience," 
Todd  said. 
In 1964 when the job 
was  
finished he came to SJSU to 
take the chairmanship of the 
Theater Arts department. 
Artistic philosophy 
Todd shifted in his chair, 
trying to find exactly the
 
right words to detail his 
philosophy about
 the theater. 
"It is a meaningful 
artistic 
contribution," he said, "both 
as entertainment and a 
statement of life for the 
audience." 
Todd also believes 
arts 
should become more im-
portant for
 the needs of our 
society in terms of leisure 
time.
 
Theater is a li, ng 
thing, 
according to Todd, and 
because many actors and 
technicians come from live 
theater, "it is the life blood 
for television and film." 
Lively drama 
Being alive is one aspect of 
theater, Todd said, while
 the 
other aspect is that "It is an 
ensemble art. 
It combines 









music. Since it is 
an
 en-
semble art, Todd added, "for 
some it is more
 fulfilling" 
than the  other 
arts.  
More than twenty years in 
theater have produced a 
man with experience as doer 
and teacher. Shaw 
might 
have said: He 
who  can, does. 
He who cannot, teaches. But 








Few people realize how many changes and experiences the 
Theater Arts have undergone at SJSU in the past decade. Dr. 
Hal J. Todd is one of those few who remember how it began. 
Since 1964, Todd has been chairman of the Theater 
Arts  
Department. 
"The department was smaller than 
it is now," he recalled, 
"but it was a strong department." It 
had  also just separated 
from the Speech Department
 in 1963. 
The biggest factor 







"Drama is more active now 
and the radio and television 
section has grown




 were only one or two courses on film, now there
 is 
a 
concentration,"  he said. 
More students, course offerings and 
number
 of productions 
has also 
been  increased, according to Todd. 
In addition to growth within 
the department, dance and 
drama have combined 




"We are still exploring the 
benefits  of the combination," he 
said. "One thing 
we
 have noticed is drama students 
are  
enrolling in 
basic movement and dance classts
 and dance 
students are 
taking some drama classes, he 
added.  
As
 courses change so does the 
audience  make up change. 
At first the audiences were 
predominately  students then the 
student attendence dropped
 and community attendence
 
increased. Now 
it is about half and half. 
Attracts students 
"The trend is apparently 




 to him, is the 
university's
 location and 
the spreading 
out of the city 
into
 the suburbs. 
"We are trying 
to
 find ways to bring 
them  back," he said. 
Also, "We are 
trying  to get the 
commuter
 students and high 
school students
 in to see a 
production."  
The University Theatre 
has started Wednesday 
night  
matinees for high schools as 
part of this effort, he added. 
USO 
Tour 
After a decade 
certain experiences 
are  always remem-
bered. One 
of those memories includes
 the times Todd took 
student 
productions
 to the Pacific as 
part of a USO tour. 
Another
 memorable time was 




State situation, he said, 
when the campus was tense
 
and the 
final production of the




"This musical has a 
degree  of humanity which 







was a kind of unity of efforts, so 
it came off well and the 
students felt it meant something," he added. 
Successful  graduates 
Then there 
are  the graduates. 
Some




 in television, 
Broadway
 and regional 
theater.  
Locally, 
Peter  Nyberg is 
artistic




 Los Gatos and Ross
 Graham is a director
 of the 
American Conservatory 
Theater's  Children Theater. 
In the future, Todd 
said, the department
 will be working 
with the city to 
co-produce 
productions
 which extend 
the 
students' 










A new art 
exhibit titled 
"Word Works Two" opened
 
Monday in SJSU's Gallery
 I, 
located in the Art 
Building 
The exhibit features two 
segments,
 one being a 
display of 
what  is described 
by 
Jessica Jacobs, gallery 
director, 
as the use of words 
assembled  in nature, applied 
in the form of sculpture and
 














words  in form 
and structure.
 
The catalogue, on sale for 
$4, includes work by Agnes 
Denes, Sol LeWitt, Lawrence 
Wiener and Ian Wilson, 




 exhibit is free and will 
continue













Douglas  Quintet, 
featuring Doug
 &thin on 








Showtime is 8 p.m. with a 
warm-up 
magic  act to be 
performed by 





 to the cof-
feehouse is $1.25 for students 
and $1.75 general.
 
Since its first national hit 
in 1965, "She's About a 






and "Roll With 
the Pun-
ches," Sahm's band has been 
noted for constant, free -







Along with Sahm and 
original band member 
Johnny Perez on drums, the 
personnel are: Harry Hess 
on pedal steel guitar, J.J. 
Light on bass, Link Davis on 
keyboards and saxophone 
and John Reed on guitar. 
To 
help make May 
I Ith the day 
that 
everybody  lets 
their  Mama 
know
 just how
 proud and glad and 
lucky they are to 
have a Mama like 
t licit. 
Mama and to also get
 us some 
free advertising
 space in your 
dorms, apartments, hearts or 
whatever, 
we're  issuing a com-
memorative  Mama's Day 
poster.  
To 












































































































































































well,  then 
I'll score








































April  5 




a trio of 




the  shot put and took 
second in the discus for eight 
points. 
If he had 
finished second in 
the shot and third in the 
discus  the meet would have 
gone
 to the Cougars, 79-75.
 
He has scored 64 points in 
SJSU's seven dual meets this  
season, of which the 
Spar-
tans have won six. 
Ironically 





 in the 
shot 
and 






against  UCLA in 
Westwood.  
His  lifetime bests 
of
 57 feet 
in the shot put and
 182 feet in 
the discus 
were  recorded 
while he was
























to Broncos, 3-1 
It may seem like a broken 
hitting," said 







 lost another 
low  "We had the 




out but couldn't 
score. 
And in the ninth in -





 at P.A.L. 




 up by 
SJSU  pitchers 
marked  the 
10th time in the 





scored three runs or less. 
In the last four games, 
SJSU (15-14) has scored only 
one run. And in the
 last 11 
contests the 
Spartans have 
scored  five or more runs on 
three occasions.  
Throw out the five-inning 
15-0 pasting SJSU gave 
outmatched 
Sacred  Heart 
College, and it's only two. 
Tuesday against Santa 
Clara, Don Orndorff and
 Pat 
O'Brien combined to limit 
the Broncos to just seven 
hits. 
But again hitting support 
was lacking. SJSU totaled 
eight hits, but they came at 
the wrong time. 
"We just can't get 
timely  
ning, 
we rallied to get run-
ners at 
second and third but 
didn't score." 
Menges was pleased with 
both O'Brien and Orndorff's 
pitching. O'Brien went the 
first four and Orndorff the 
final five 
innings. It was his 
longest stint of the year.
 
"I was 
very  pleased with 
Don's pitching,"
 said 
Menges. "It was his 
longest  
game of the year and his 
hand 
didn't bother him." 
Although a lefthander, 
Orndorff is still pitching with 
a broken bone in his left 
wrist  suffered during 
basketball season. 
The Spartans are now 1-3 
against the Broncos this 
year. 
SJSU's next action will be 
a single game
 Friday night 
and a 
Saturday 
doubleheader at Blair Field 
in Long Beach against the 




























































































 seen a campus 
as beautiful




 I had 
throws of 58 feet 
in the shot 
warm-ups. I 
only
 did well in 
the discus 
because























 wins in the 
shot 





By Ross Farrow 
The Spartan tennis team 




2:30  today when it 
hosts UC Davis
 on the SJSU 




two doubles teams were 
victorious Tuesday as the 
Spartans avenged last 
week's 5-4 loss to UC 
Berkeley by defeating the 






 had a much 
easier 
time with
 Berkeley's Doug 
King Tuesday
 than he had 
a 
week  ago. 
Pfister dismantled King, 6-
3, 6-2, Tuesday, but was 
extended to three
 sets last 
week. Two of the sets were 



















praised  King as 
a tough player 
and  said he 
was  always a 
"good  junior 







Sylvan,  6-2, 
4-6, 7-6, in 
a 
match that 
featured  Sylvan 
throwing
 his 
racket  at 
least  a 
half
-dozen 








































whipping  him, 
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 THRU 28 
Tim 
McNeil 
first set to Steve Pampan, 
but turned his game around 
and lost only one game in 
each of the last two sets. 
Meyers -Moffat victorious 
The doubles team of 
Meyers and Andy Moffat 
avenged last week's doubles 
loss to Berkeley's King and 







Pfister  and 
Bob  Hansen 
teamed  for the other
 doubles 
victory,
 a three -set

























loss),"  said 
Krikorian.
 
Moffat was edged by Hahn 
in three sets, 7-6, 2-6, 6-3, and 
Hursh 
and McNeil lost  to 
Finger and Castenada in a 
doubles match, 2-6,
































Pfister explained last 
week's loss by saying, "We 
were 
lax. Everyone thought 




After today's UC Davis 
match, the Spartans host UC 
Santa Barbara Monday, San 
Francisco State on Tuesday 
and USF Thursday before 
traveling to Palo Alto April 
29 for a re -match with 
Stanford. 
Stanford bombed the 
































TICKETS SAN JOSE BOX
 OFFICE. 912 TOWN I COUNTRY 
VILLAGE.  
SAN JOSE 951211 
1246  11601 PENINSULA BOX 
OFFICE.
 LOS ALTOS. 
BOOK MARK 
FREMONT. MACY'S BASS 




 A SEEK ADDRESSED
 STAINED 
\ENVELOPE
 WITH ALL MAIL 
ORDERS  
Tickets
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put, according to 
Weeks, is that 
all it takes is 
brute strength. 
"You have to be strong
 to 
throw the put, if 
you  are not 
strong you can't explode. 
"But I want Just as 
much
 
strength in my lower
 body 
for drive. If you come all 
the  
way through in the shot and 
have speed 
from  your legs, 
the 
ball only weighs eight 
ounces." 
The 




 said it 
weighs 
less
 to him 
at the 
point of 
























 can't seem 
to decide 
whether  to 
take 
shots  at the 















World  Football League 
reported  it has 
offered Joe
 Namath a $4 
million,  three-year 
pact. 
Adding  up the number
 of dollars and 
the number
 of players owned 
by the WFL, 
that means 
the other 300 players
 would be 
making an 




"My coach at Mesa 
had 
me using a circular style 
Here coach (Ernie) Bullard 
has me 
using  a different 
style 
that
 increases my 
power," he said. 
Weeks said the style 
Bullard  has him using in-
cludes a 
twist, step across, 
twist in 




lists he ranks fifth in the 
shot 
put and ninth in the discus. 
His 
176 -foot discus toss has 
qualified him for the 
National  Collegiate Athletic 
Association INCAA) outdoor 
track
 championship meet to 
be held June 5-7 in Provo, 
Utah. 
Weeks has surpassed the 
NCAA qualifying mark by 
one foot, and is looking 
forward to going. 
"Yes I will go 'cause 
I'm 
going to throw 
farther  this 
season."
 
The recent Muhammed Ali bout was 
improperly billed. It wasn't Ali vs. Chuck 
Wepner, but Ali vs. Chuck Wepner and Tony 
Perez. 
Ali disposed of 
Wepner  with ease, 
but 
referee 
Perez  just socked Ali with a $20 
million 
libel  suit. Ali was outraged at 
Perez's incompetence
 in the Wepner bout 
and let it be 
known. 
Included in Ali's 
barrage of blows was a 
reference to Perez's 
ancestry.  
Prediction:
 Perez was acting in the public 
eye, his performance 
legally susceptible to 
criticism. The best Perez
 will get is a set-
tlement out of court. 
Some people





note:  there 
were 
more  sea 
Most 
members







































 for its 
ticket.  




Maybe  he 
should have
 asked 




it knew how 
to hit. The 
Giants bowed 
to the 
San  Diego 





don't  have a 
prayer?  
Across 
the  bay the 
Warriors  are 




 to general 
manager  
Dick Vertlieb
 and coach 
Al Attles. 
There 
aren't  many 






Clyde  Lee, 
Cazzie 

























































































































1:00  pm 
& 4:00
 pm 


















































11111  Kocher 
It's not 
generally  known 
that a struggle

































anonymity  and the 
rewards 
of
 his status 
as an 





Jacklin chose the 





public hearings and fr-
ustrations of 
a man who 
wanted to change 
television's and radio's 
owner
-oriented  laws: he 
became a media 
reformer.
 
"I'm trying to change the 
media so that people aren't 
powerless," Jacklin said. 
Last October Jacklin field 






 its promise under the 
FCC 
license
 to broadcast a 
certain amount of public 
service news. 
Jacklin  turned his energy 
toward  two 
media reform 
groups
-the Committee for 
Open 
Media (COM), in-
terested in television 
news  





PCI has proposed to open 
an  educational AM station 
and a multi -focus FM 
commercial station on the 
frequencies now held by 
KBAY and KLOK in San 
Jose. At best, PCI wouldn't 
be able to start those stations 
for five years. 
Although Jacklin will not 
take full credit for the 
successes of COM and PCI, it 
was his idea to get free 
speech messages on the air. 
"People said, 'look, 
Jacklin, you 
want to get 
access,  you 
want  to
 get to the 
media to communicate.
 
People won't watch that kind
 
of
 stuff; they don't want 
information. The 
worst  part 
of television is the talk shows 
and panel shows. So even if 
you do get on televion, no one 
is going to listen.' " 
"So I said to inynlf," 
Jacklin continued, " 'wait a 
minute, when you want to 
talk about war and civil 
rights,
 that's at least as 




people hear other 
messages?' " 
Answered favorably 
His question was answered 
favorably, in a series of 
heated public hearings, 
until  
the law was changed to in-
clude the problem -oriented 










 now see daily. 
But the 
rewards of that 
struggle cost 
the  former "all 
American 
youth  from urban 
Oak Park, Illinois,"
 a great 
deal. 
"It  cost me my 




"At  one point I 
had 
to ask myself, 'do you 
want to publish, read 
literature and keep up with 
philosophy or do you want to 
be a media reformer?' 
"I said to myself," Jacklin 
continued,  " 'gee, I'd 
like to 
have a career, I 
think I could 
be good at 
it.' Actually I 
said; 
'Jacklin  you have to 
decide 
if you want 
to





not.'  " 
Today the
 38 -year -old 
Jacklin wears 




hair.  No 
longer


























Some students say 
Jacklin
 
is a conservative wearing 
"with it" clothes and using 
"mod" jargon to say the 
same 
things  most professors 
could 
agree  with. 
Most of the older 
professors view Jacklin as a 
"hippy" but mostly pass him 
off as "another flashy 
professor" left 
over





bulent times  
of racial 
protests and the 
Vietnam 
War that 
Jacklin  became, as 
he 
describes
 it, radicalized. 
-I was involved in Civil 
Rights demonstrations as a 




Jacklin  said. 
"I became radicalized 
after 
learning we had been 
taken in about the Tonkin 
Gulf. 
During the late '60s 
Jacklin left San Jose State to 
teach at the University of 
Connecticut. "I 
was wild 
there; that was my wildest 
time. 
"I was in a large group
 of 





The  now -seasoned 
protester
 was arrested for 
his part in the 
ROTC  
demonstration but said he 
was 
never  hurt or treated
 
badly 











 so he 
















and  other 










Army  have a full 






bothered him yet but 
he 
said during his 
protest 
days 










his only fear at the 
time 
was  for his 
family.  




 in the 
hillside seclusion
 of nearby 
Saratoga. 
"I would say, because of 
my outside activities, it is 
like living in a political 
campaign office," Jacklin 
said. 
"There's people running in 
and out, 
you're  talking to 
three people at 
one time, the 
phone's
 ringing. Later, I'm 
just 
devastated;  all I want to 
do is just sleep," Jacklin 
said. 
"I would like
 to go out and 
sing once 
a week, I 
would 
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like to go out and play tennis, 
channels  for non -
but my first 
choice  is to do 
informational
 material. 
things with my family," "I don't think I ever cared 
Jacklin 
said.  
about the publicity I get from 
With four classes and 120 this work," Jacklin said. 
students, in addition to his "But I get a staggering 
media work, Jacklin claims amount of it. Therefore, by 
he works 60 hours each week. that criterion, prestige and 
"I don't like to work like so forth, I'm 
a success." 
that, it's not my style," But some professors at San 




 was graduated publicity as a cheap road to 
front conservative Trinity public view. Some said they
 
College in 1959. He was later don't like 
him because his 
awarded a masters 
in 1961  abrasive personality 
and later a doctor 
of irritates the people around 
philosophy degree 
in 1968 him. 
from Yale University. 
A colleague once said 
But the change from the
 all media owners probably 
American boy 
who  once agreed with his proposed 
studied 
for the ministry, to changes to get him off their 
the Ivy league graduate and back. 
later conservative professor Media 
owners respect his 
who changed to 
radical ideals and won't claim that 
activist, then media refor-
 what he's doing is outside the 
mer was not the optimum 
rights of any citizen. 
life style for Jacklin. 
However,
 all of them wish 
"I like the Ivory tower 
type of existence," Jacklin 
said, "with lots of time to 
study and lots of time to 
myself." 
"I have a secret desire to 
rewrite the communications 
act. I think it's going to 
happen," Jacklin revealed. 
Jacklin is not for strong 
government regulations and 
says he's not a communist or 
socialist. 
"I think I now understand 
what kind of com-
munications could turn 
this 
country around and 
make 
this country a vigorous
 
democratic society," Jacklin 
said. 
What Jacklin wants to do is 
put limits on 
media owners 
and open the channels for 
public participation
 and 
make media owners 
responsive directly to 
problems in the community, 
instead of exploiting the 
he'd 
mind  his own 
business.  
"If we 
go into a hearing 
all 
these other 
problems, it's a 
detour; it 
takes time away 
from what
 we're trying to 
do," said Ray 
Hillingsworth, 
station
 manger for KBAY-
FM radio, 
one of the stations 
whose 
license Jacklin's 










station  is being 
challenged 
before  the FCC 
but a 
hearing will not take 
place until
 1976 or beyond. 
One of his students 
remarked, 
"If you don't 
agree 
with  him your wrong, 
you're not 
rational. Once I 
didn't agree 
with  him in 
class
 and he told me to shut 
up." 















Still  has Dinosaurs" is a collection





















































because  it's 
important























what I'm saying, who 
haven't heard what I'm 
saying," 
Jacklin said. 
"I think any reasonable
 
person who hears what I'm 
saying
 
would  either 
agree or 
point something





















"When I gut 
tenure, that 
was the best thing that 
happened, 'cause I was 
liberated, I didn't 
have  to 
then worry about proving 
anything to anybody," 
Jacklin said. 




















(1972) By Felix 
Greene
 
The theme today is ecology. Our 
planet/ourselves,
 

































improved  creativity. Licensed 
Practitioner. 3742992. 




School  of Ballet. 
Essential 
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1300  
NATURE  DESIGNS 
FOCUS 
Wedding invitations and accessories
 
with  a creative new look are 
available





white, flowery pastels, bordered or 
plain.  Town and 
County  Duplicating 
carries a wide 
selection
 of quality 
Wedding  invitations. Deal dire(' 
20r  
decided savings! Special












Town and County 
Duplicating  
10321 S. 








accept  Food 
Stamps,
 






30's & 40's 
CLOTHES 
antiques,  nostalgia,
 rustics, etc. 
The 
Paradise








like to invite everyone
 to its 
Thursday 
evening
 meetings at 
7.30  
pm 















 story Of  
sailor, a prostitute, 
love, and the 
welfare 















repairs.  major repairs 
on 
Foreign cars Minor 
only on 
American
 cars. Ex. VW 
tune-up $25 




 247 3864. 
CM= 













 of  
sailor,  a 












p.m.  Morris Dailey 
Auditorium. 






P   large 
variety 





















 from India 
Pipes and 
paraphanlias  











"Tannish*  Rugs 'n Leather."
 Tyttdri 
n India Bedspreads 5.5*. Bracelets,  
rings, chokers 57.50+ . PurSeS & 
rugs. 408 E. Williams Sr 
FIBERGLAS  ltplacel.  
1S
 ft 




 Basic ArIth 
functions  plus 










decimal  nicad 
batteries,





 599 Com 
plate 
Chernelex  33B heater
 and 
thermostat. A 
Model  mattress and 
liner and 
featuring  a SHEER COM-
FORT 
frame  and 





























 new brakes and 
clutch 5795
 or BEST 
OFFER.  377 
1720 
FOR SALE 






















 linen & maid 
service,
 color
 TV Ping 
pong,  kit 
chen 
facilities,
 inside courtyard. 
grand  piano, free 
coffee.  21.50 week 





-up  single 
202 So,

































 Call nezies 
atter  5,00 
pm. 
  1 SCIRM - 
IDEAL 












FOR RENT: 1 
bdrm.,  turn., $150 






 635 5 11th 
St
 No. 1. 298 
0102  
Pure. 1 Berm. Apt., is 
blk.
 tr. SJSU, 
$12S.month.
 Call 
597.3938  or 
contact  
mgr., 4 S. 
495
































berm, small 2 
berm.,
 or Ira*. 2 
berm. apts. See 
mgr. opt. No. 
1 or call 298.0102 


















SUNLIFE ASSURANCE OF CANA-
DA, an international 
financial corp. 




life time   for 
our 
management  development 
program. We'll 
be interviewing on 
campus on April 22
-sign  up at 
your 
placement office or call (41S) 329 
8151.  
PART TIME JOSS 




 Easy Hours Per Day 
can 
earn  you to 520 and Morel Call 
99143208 
Shen  1 3PM. 
IMPORTANT 
Fattier needs help 
for 2 children at home Live in --
Prepare evening meal -Free Rent. 
Call Billy IS 267 1060-Other times 
267 
2462.  
HOUSE SITTER NEEDED from June 
27th July 20th Fiften
 minutes from 
San Jose State off 280 -For
 more 
information
 call 923.1935 after 5 pm 
or 329.3107 days -Sue. 
Bartenders.
 Manager,  and part.time 
help













40 REWARD FOR 
RETURN  OF 
CHURCH 
MUSIC TAKEN FROM 




































































































BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY 
High qualm y Wedding 
Photography  
anywhere
 in the San Francisco Bay 




full serv,ce of a PROFESSION. 
AL 
PHOTOGRAPHER. sixty color 
prints of your choice,  a gold
 and
 
white "Our Wedding" album, a 
complete set of 
color  slides, and 
BRIDE 
KEEPS  ALL NEGATIVES. 
There is no extra charge
 for 
photography 
anywhere  in Northern 
California.
 and no time limits. 
Additional  retouched textured color 
prints
 may be purchased at any 
time, with 
5 x 7's at 51.00 each. and II 
x 10's at 52.00 
each. All work is 
guaranteed
 to your satisfaction,  
Make
 
an appointment to see our 
samples -then decide. Open every 
evening
 until 10 p.m. For FREE 
BRIDAL PACKET call 257.3161. 
WEDDING 
PHOTOGRAPHY. Gentle, 




 You keep all photos 
taken plus the 
original
 negatives and 
a free white embossed album. 
Budget 
priced for highest quality 
work. Please call for details. 
Photography
 by 





Discount  Flowers 
does everything I florist does at it 







 Philtle 996.1252 












-letters. 75 cents a 






SHIPS _RAIL PASSES_ LOW 
COST TRANSATLANTIC
 











OR ROI AT STUDENT SERVICE 
WEST,  335  E Santa Clara, No. 110, 
SAN JOSE CA. 95113 11081
 211743at, 
TUESDAY,  WEDNESDAY OR 
THURSDAY 
BETWEEN  tam. -12 
noon
 
Noah's Ark Pre-Scheel 730 So. Second 









-S3 per '2 day
 Or 
55 Par Tull 
day, 









Tamberg  -137 Escobar 
Ave 





 TheSis, etc 
Dependable Mrs







 reports, etc 
Dependable -Mrs. Aslanian
 298,4104. 
Student Typing SO cents per pg. + 
paper steno
 services extra, 396 S 
11th St Call 
'femme  998.0352. 


























 color TV's, 
tape,  car 






pricing  to SJSU 
students  and 
faculty  
for 
most  malor 
brands,
 Distributor







cents  per page. Call Peggy 
after 6pm 
294.0975. 
TYPING -TERM PAPERS,  THESES. 













1.9  P.M. 2186 
Lincoln  Ave. 
Lower ()WNW Math and Physics 
made
 easy. Will Tutor at 
reasonable  
rates. Cali Don 990 1273 
P RRRRRR Ronal
 typing --dictation, 
technical,  
figures,











ISCA 11687 San 
Vincente
 
Blvd number 4 L 
5 Calif 90049 
TEL















COST POSSIBLE Air 
Fares 




















London, Amsterdam. Zurich, Frank-
furt
 & New York, LOWEST AIR 
FARES TO 
EUROPE.  
BEEHIVE 377 3460 
3607 Bercaw LOIN, Son Jose 
Charter Flights. Hong Kong -Tokyo -
Taipei
-Bangkok,  Asian Pacific. 





Three  Four Five 
Portal  
day days days days days day 
3 lines $1.50 2.00 2.25 2.40 
2.50  .35 
4 Imes 2.00 2.50 2.75 
2.90  3.00 .35 
5 lines 2.50 3.00 3.25 3.40 3.50 .35 
6 lines 3.00 3.50 3.75 3.90 4.00 
.35 















Check a Classification 
Announcements  o Help Wanted  o 
Services 
















Address   





 MONEY ORDER 
 
Deadline,  two 
days 






 Consecut,ve publication dates on -





























































































































podiatrist  Dr. Steven Subotnick said his 




publication,  Subotnick 
issued a 
blanket
 condemnation of 
negative
-heel  shoes, so Surath said he 
asked the 
doctor
 to try Roots. 





search  for clan 
By 
Michael  Switzer 
"What 
I had to do was not 
tell the 
story of 
a family, but the 
story  of a 
people," 
said
 Alex Haley, 
co-author  of 
"The 
Autobiography  of 
Malcom X," 
before 250 
people  Monday 







 Saga of 
Black  History," 
centered 
on his  own 
history
 and story 
of 
how he traced 








 for his 
African  clan is 
the
 topic of his soon
 to be 
released book, 
"Roots." 





 while in London.
 
Curiosity rises 
He said the story of 
the  scholar who 
cracked the mystery of the writings
 on 
the Rosetta stone prompted
 him to 
attempt to solve the mystery of 
his 
past. 
As a child, Haley, said, his grand-
mother told the story of his family's 
history in America. 
"She pumped that story into me like 
it was plasma," Haley said. 
On a trip in Africa, Haley talked with 
scholars and he told them his story. 
They said they would try to help him 
trace his family. 
%13 
Alex Haley 













chives,  who 










after  returning to 
the 
United 
States  Haley 




























































































Corner  of 



























































located the man who knew his family's 
story. 
Haley returned to Africa and 
organized a safari to travel to the 
village where this man was to be found. 
When he arrived at the village the 
natives and the old man surrounded 
him, Haley said. 
"It was the first time in my life I was 
in a crowd where everyone was jet 
black. 
"I looked down at my hands, and 
looked at my complexion in relation 
with theirs. 
"I felt impure," Haley said. 
Story unravels
 
The old man began telling the 
story 
about a man  who 
traveled  to many 
villages. 
Finally, Haley said, he came to the 
point  where a grandson of this traveler 
was kidnapped by white traders. 
With this information, Haley 
returned to the United States where
 he 
began work on his book, which
 he has 
been working on for 10 years. 
Set to be released next February, a 
condensation of the book has already 
been printed in two issues of Reader's 
Digest.
 
The television rights 
to the book were 
bought 
by ABC television who, ac-
cording to Haley, plans to 
make  a seven 


































































































Tues.  thru 




 E. Santa 




 them and now 
he ad-
dresses
 groups on the 
benefits of the 
shoes. 
Subotnick 




 not be reached for 
comment.  
"I suppose if we had the 
time we 
could go out








He said there 
are  now about 30 Roots 
stores in the United 
States and nearly 
all 
of them are less than a 
year
 old. 
The prices of Roots and 
Earth  Shoes 
are 
comparable. Roots are priced from 
$28.50 to $39.50, 










 Sihanouk has rejected
 
a cease-fire
 offer from the 
Cambodian  
government and
 a proposal that he go 
to Phnom Penh 
to




 from Peking. 
The dispatch from 
the Chinese 
capital,  where Sihanouk 
is in exile, 
quoted him
 as saying that instead of 
making such offers, officials of the 
Cambodian government should flee 




 the Yugoslav 
news  agency, 
said  Sihanouk




















page  one 
attending summer training campus. 
Rico said the squad should be getting 
funds from the athletic department. 
Groups which have received ten-
tative increases include the child day 
care center,





The committee based 
those figures on 
student interest 
as shown in the AS. 
The A.S. business administration 
would receive a slight
 increase to 
$109,000.
 








 told the 
committee  an 
increase 
of
 $23,000 would 
be required to 
keep the 
paper at its 






 in aid 
(GIA)  have 
received  
tentative
 figures of 
$17,500 for 
men and $2,500 
for women. 
In addition, 




 its reserve for GIA 
to be 
divided equally 





































where  the 
action






















 of your 
choice 
and  see 
























2nd  St. 
Open
 Thursday












Monday  to 































Tables  Chairs 
Dishes













Beds  all kinds 
(sanitized for your protection)
 
























































































































 have the 
right to be 
notified  of, 
and
 to attend, 
such
 bargaining,"
 reads the 
ammended  
version of SB 275. 
A.S.
 President 












"To have collective bargaining
 
without  students' involvement
 would be 
like having
 democracy without 
elec-
tions," 





 secretary Bud Hut-
chinson could
 not be reached for 
comment
 on the student participation 
clause, but 
said
 in January that 
students 
should  not be allowed on a 
collective bargaining board because
 of 
a 
"lack of understanding by students on 
what collective bargaining is all 
about." 
The CFA has not 
voiced a unified 
position on student participation, with 
some member saying students should 
be allowed to participate and others 









 San Jose 
(Between W. 
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Moorpark)  
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